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Abstract

Certificateless cryptosystem can overcome the costly cer-
tificate management in the traditional public key cryp-
tosystem, and meanwhile it does not have the private
key escrow problem in the identity-based cryptosystem.
Proxy signature can allow a proxy signer authorized by
an original signer to sign messages on behalf of the latter.
In this paper, we show that a recently proposed certifi-
cateless proxy signature scheme in the standard model is
vulnerable to the public key replacement attack. Through
this kind of attack, a malicious original signer or proxy
signer can forge a valid proxy signature. We analyse the
reasons for the success of the attack and point out the
flaw in the proof of the original scheme.
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1 Introduction

Certificateless cryptosystem [17] can simplify the costly
certificate management in the traditional public key cryp-
tosystem, and meanwhile to eliminate the private key es-
crow problem in the identity-based cryptosystem [16]. It
has attracted a lot of attention since its introduction.

Proxy signature allows an original signer to delegate
his/her signing power to a proxy signer [4,8–12,14,18,23,
24]. Then the latter can sign messages on behalf of the
former when the former is absent. It has been widely used
in practice since its introduction.

By combining the certificateless cryptosystem and
proxy signature, Li et al. [15] proposed the first certifi-
cateless proxy signature scheme by using bilinear pair-
ings in 2005. But unfortunately, Yap et al. [25] pointed
out that Li et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to the public
key replacement attack in 2007. In the same year, Lu et
al. [19] and Choi et al. [3] further gave an improvement
to Li et al.’s scheme, respectively. However, neither of
them gave the security proof of their schemes. In the
aspects of provably secure certificateless proxy signature

schemes, Chen et al. [2] gave a security model of certifi-
cateless proxy signature for the first time and a concrete
provably secure scheme in 2009. Later, many provably se-
cure certificateless proxy signature schemes [7,13,22] were
proposed.

Considering the random oracle model [6] and the stan-
dard model [21], Canetti et al. [1] showed that security in
the random oracle model cannot guarantee the security
in the real world. Thus, it is very important to work out
schemes that are secure in the standard model. Eslami et
al. [5] took the first step in this respect. They proposed
a certificateless proxy signature scheme in the standard
model for the first time in 2012. But unfortunately, Lu et
al. [20] pointed out that Eslami et al.’s scheme is vulner-
able to the public key replacement attack and malicious
KGC (Key Generation Center) attack in 2016. Lu et al.
further proposed a new scheme and proved their scheme
to be secure under the Squ-CDH assumption in the stan-
dard model. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, only
the above two certificateless proxy signature schemes have
been proposed in the standard model till now. In this
paper, we point out that Lu et al.’s scheme is still inse-
cure. We give two public key replacement attacks to their
scheme. We analyse the reasons for the success of this
kind of attack and point out the flaw in the proof of the
original scheme. Thus, designing a provably secure cer-
tificateless proxy signature scheme in the standard model
is still an open problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we review Lu et al.’s scheme. In Section 3, we
give two public key replacement attacks to their scheme.
Then we analyse the reasons for the success of the attack
and point out the flaw in the proof of the original scheme.
We conclude the paper in Section 4.

2 Lu et al.’s Scheme

Setup: Given a security parameter 1k, the KGC chooses
two cyclic groups G1 and G2 of prime order q, a ran-
dom generator g of G1, a bilinear map e : G1×G1 →
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G2 and three hash functions H0 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n,
H1, H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q . He/she randomly selects
α ∈ Z∗q and g2, u

′, u1, · · · , un, v0, v1,m0,m1 ∈ G1,
and sets g1 = gα. He/she defines a function:

Fu(id) = u′
n∏
j=1

u
ij
j , where id = i1i2 · · · in is a bit

string. Let Q ∈ G1, and he/she also defines another
function f(Q). If the x-coordinate of Q is odd, then
f(Q) = 1; else f(Q) = 0. The public parameters are

Params = {G1, G2, e, q, g1, g2, u
′, u1, · · · , un, v0, v1,

m0,m1, H0, H1, H2, Fu, f},

and the master private key is msk = gα1 .

Partial-Private-Key-Gen: Given a user U ’s identity
IDU , the KGC randomly selects rU ∈ Z∗q , and com-
putes the user’s partial private key as

pskU = (pskU,1, pskU,2) = (gα1 · Fu(idU )rU , grU ),

where idU = H0(IDU ).

Set-Secret-Value: The user U randomly selects xU ∈
Z∗q as his/her secret value.

Set-Public-Key: The user U computes his/her public
key as

PKU = (PKU,1, PKU,2, PKU,3)

= (gxU
1 , g

1/xU

2 , e(g1, g1)x
2
U ).

The public key can be verified by checking the fol-
lowing equations:

e(PKU,1, PKU,2) = e(g1, g2) and e(PKU,1, PKU,1)

= PKU,3.

Set-Private-Key: The user U randomly selects r′U ∈
Z∗q , and computes his/her private key as

SKU = (SKU,1, SKU,2)

= (psk
x2
U

U,1 · Fu(idU )r
′
U , psk

x2
U

U,2 · g
r′U ),

where idU = H0(IDU ).

Delegation-Gen: The original signer O produces a war-
rant mw. Then he/she randomly selects s ∈ Z∗q and
computes the delegation as

DCOP = (DCOP,1, DCOP,2, DCOP,3)

= (gs, SKO,2, SKO,1 · (PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s),

where

λ = f(DCOP,2),

γ = H1(DCOP,1, DCOP,2, IDO, PKO,mw, vλ).

Delegation-Verify: The proxy signer P computes

idO = H0(IDO),

λ = f(DCOP,2)

and

γ = H1(DCOP,1, DCOP,2, IDO, PKO,mw, vλ),

and checks whether

e(DCOP,3, g) = e(PKO,1, PKO,1) ·
e(Fu(idO), DCOP,2) ·
e(PKγ

O,2 · vλ, DCOP,1)

holds. If it does, he/she accepts the delegation. Oth-
erwise, the proxy signer asks the original signer to
produce the delegation again.

Proxy-Sign: Let M ∈ {0, 1}∗. The proxy signer P ran-
domly selects s′, t ∈ Z∗q , and computes the proxy
signature as

σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5)

= (gt, SKP,2, DCOP,1 · gs
′
, DCOP,2, DCOP,3 ·

(PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s

′
· SKP,1 · (PKη

P,2 ·mµ)t),

where

λ = f(σ4),

γ = H1(DCOP,1, σ4, IDO, PKO,mw, vλ),

µ = f(σ2)

and

η = H2(σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, IDO, PKO, IDP , PKP ,M,mµ).

Proxy-Verify: Given a proxy signature

σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5)

on (M,mw), a verifier first checks whether m is suit-
able for the warrant mw. If it does, he/she computes

idO = H0(IDO),

idP = H0(IDP ),

λ = f(σ4),

γ = H1(DCOP,1, σ4, IDO, PKO,mw, vλ),

µ = f(σ2)

and

η = H2(σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, IDO, PKO, IDP , PKP ,M,mµ),

and checks whether the following equation holds:

e(σ5, g) = PKO,3 · PKP,3 · e(Fu(idO), σ4) · e(PKγ
O,2 ·

vλ, σ3) · e(Fu(idP ), σ2) · e(PKη
P,2 ·mµ, σ1).

If it does, he/she accepts the proxy signature.
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Note: There is a clerical error in Lu et al.’s scheme.
In order to verify the proxy signature, the verifier
must know the value of DCOP,1 to compute γ =
H1(DCOP,1, σ4, IDO, PKO,mw, vλ) correctly. Thus,
the proxy signer must transmit it with the proxy sig-
nature, which makes the proxy signature longer than
the original scheme. In fact, we can replace DCOP,1
with σ3 in the computation of γ, and the length of
proxy signature will not be added.

3 The Weakness of Lu et al.’s
Scheme

In this section, we will show that Lu et al.’s scheme is
vulnerable to the public key replacement attack of Type-
I adversary. Then we point out the flaw in Lu et al.’s
security proof. The formal definition and security model
of certificateless proxy signature can be found in Lu et
al.’s paper.

3.1 Public Key Replacement Attack

1) A malicious original signer O can forge a valid proxy
signature without the private key of the proxy signer
P .

According to the game of Definition 2 in Lu et al.’s
paper, in the Queries stage, the malicious original
signer O first randomly chooses x′P ∈ Z∗q and com-
putes

PK ′P = (PK ′P,1, PK
′
P,2, PK

′
P,3)

= (g
x′
P

1 , g
1/x′

P
2 , e(g1, g1)(x

′
P )2).

Subsequently, he/she makes a ReplacePublicKey ora-
cle query to replace the public key of the proxy signer
P with the new value PK ′P . In the Forgery stage,
he/she randomly chooses t, s, s′, rP ∈ Z∗q , an arbi-
trary message M and a warrant mw. Then he/she
computes

σ1 = gt, σ2 = grP , σ3 = gs+s
′
, σ4 = psk

x2
O+(x′

P )2

O,2 ,

λ = f(σ4),

µ = f(σ2),

γ = H1(gs, σ4, IDO, PKO,mw, vλ),

η = H2(σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, IDO, PKO, IDP ,

PK ′P ,M,mµ),

idP = H0(IDP ),

idO = H0(IDO),

σ5 = (pskO,1)x
2
O · (pskO,1)(x

′
P )2 · (PKγ

O,2 · vλ)s+s
′
·

Fu(idP )rP · ((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t.

It can be verified that σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5) is a

valid proxy signature.

e(σ5, g)

= e((pskO,1)x
2
O · (pskO,1)(x

′
P )2 · (PKγ

O,2 · vλ)s+s
′

·Fu(idP )rP · ((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t, g)

= e((pskO,1)x
2
O , g) · e((pskO,1)(x

′
P )2 , g) ·

e((PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s+s

′
, g) · e(Fu(idP )rP , g)

·e(((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t, g)

= e((gα1 · Fu(idO)rO )x
2
O , g) ·

e((gα1 · Fu(idO)rO )(x
′
P )2 , g)

·e((PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s+s

′
, g) ·

e(Fu(idP )rP , g) · e(((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t, g)

= PKO,3 · PK ′P,3 · e(Fu(idO), grO(x2
O+(x′

P )2)) ·

e((PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s+s

′
, g) ·

e(Fu(idP )rP , g) · e(((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t, g)

= PKO,3 · PK ′P,3 · e(Fu(idO), psk
(x2

O+(x′
P )2)

O,2 ) ·

e((PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s+s

′
, g) ·

e(Fu(idP )rP , g) · e(((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t, g)

= PKO,3 · PK ′P,3 · e(Fu(idO), σ4) ·
e(PKγ

O,2 · vλ, σ3) · e(Fu(idP ), σ2) ·
e((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ), σ1).

Therefore, the malicious original signer O wins the
game with probability 1.

2) A malicious proxy signer P can forge a valid proxy
signature without the authorization of the original
signer O.

According to the game of Definition 2 in Lu et al.’s
paper, in the Queries stage, the malicious proxy
signer P first randomly chooses x′O ∈ Z∗q and com-
putes

PK ′O = (PK ′O,1, PK
′
O,2, PK

′
O,3)

= (g
x′
O

1 , g
1/x′

O
2 , e(g1, g1)(x

′
O)2).

Subsequently, he/she makes a ReplacePublicKey or-
acle query to replace the public key of the original
signer O with the new value PK ′O. In the Forgery
stage, he/she randomly chooses t, s, s′, rO ∈ Z∗q , an
arbitrary message M and a warrant mw. Then
he/she computes

σ1 = gt, σ2 = psk
(x′

O)2+x2
P

P,2 , σ3 = gs+s
′
, σ4 = grO ,

λ = f(σ4),

µ = f(σ2),

γ = H1(gs, σ4, IDO, PK
′
O,mw, vλ),

η = H2(σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, IDO, PK
′
O, IDP ,

PKP ,M,mµ),
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idP = H0(IDP ),

idO = H0(IDO),

σ5 = (pskP,1)(x
′
O)2 · (pskP,1)x

2
P

·((PK ′O,2)γ · vλ)s+s
′

·Fu(idO)rO · (PKη
P,2 ·mµ)t.

It can be verified that σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5) is a
valid proxy signature.

e(σ5, g)

= e((pskP,1)(x
′
O)2 · (pskP,1)x

2
P · ((PK ′O,2)γ

·vλ)s+s
′
· Fu(idO)rO · (PKη

P,2 ·mµ)t, g)

= e((pskP,1)(x
′
O)2 , g) · e((pskP,1)x

2
P , g)

·e(((PK ′O,2)γ · vλ)s+s
′
, g)

·e(Fu(idO)rO , g) · e((PKη
P,2 ·mµ)t, g)

= e((gα1 · Fu(idP )rP )(x
′
O)2 , g)

·e((gα1 · Fu(idP )rP )x
2
P , g) · e(((PK ′O,2)γ

·vλ)s+s
′
, g) · e(Fu(idO)rO , g)

·e((PKη
P,2 ·mµ)t, g)

= PK ′O,3 · PKP,3 · e(Fu(idP ), grP ((x′
O)2+x2

P ))

·e(((PK ′O,2)γ · vλ)s+s
′
, g) · e(Fu(idO)rO , g)

·e((PKη
P,2 ·mµ)t, g)

= PK ′O,3 · PKP,3 · e(Fu(idP ), psk
((x′

O)2+x2
P )

P,2 )

·e(((PK ′O,2)γ · vλ)s+s
′
, g) · e(Fu(idO)rO , g)

·e((PKη
P,2 ·mµ)t, g)

= PK ′O,3 · PKP,3 · e(Fu(idP ), σ2)

·e((PK ′O,2)γ · vλ, σ3) · e(Fu(idO), σ4)

·e(PKη
P,2 ·mµ, σ1).

Therefore, the malicious proxy signer P wins the
game with probability 1.

3.2 The Flaw in Lu et al.’s Security Proof

First, let’s see the σ5 in a proxy signature.

σ5 = DCOP,3 · (PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s

′
· SKP,1 · (PKη

P,2 ·mµ)t

= SKO,1 · SKP,1 · (PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s+s

′
· (PKη

P,2 ·mµ)t

= g
α(x2

O+x2
P )

1 · Fu(idO)(rOx
2
O+r′O) · Fu(idP )(rP x

2
P+r′P )

·(PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s+s

′
· (PKη

P,2 ·mµ)t.

To the original signer O, all the ephemeral variables can
be randomly chosen by himself/herself. Therefore, only
the master private key gα1 and the proxy signer’s secret
value xP are unknown to him/her. In addition, σ1, σ2,
σ3 and σ4 can also be computed by himself/herself by
randomly choosing all the ephemeral variables. Therefore,
to forge a proxy signature, he/she just needs to know

g
α(x2

O+x2
P )

1 and the proxy signer’s secret value xP .

Through public key replacement attack, O can choose
x′P as the secret value of proxy signer P . Therefore,

he/she just needs to compute g
α(x2

O+x2
P )

1 to forge a proxy
signature.

Holding the partial private key pskO,1, he/she can com-
pute

(pskO,1)x
2
O · (pskO,1)(x

′
P )2

= g
α(x2

O+(x′
P )2)

1 · Fu(idO)rO(x2
O+(x′

P )2),

which includes the g
α(x2

O+(x′
P )2)

1 . Therefore, computing
σ5 now becomes very simple and he/she can compute

σ5 = (pskO,1)x
2
O · (pskO,1)(x

′
P )2 · (PKγ

O,2 ·

vλ)s+s
′
· Fu(idP )rP · ((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t

= g
α(x2

O+(x′
P )2)

1 · Fu(idO)rO(x2
O+(x′

P )2)

·(PKγ
O,2 · vλ)s+s

′
· Fu(idP )rP · ((PK ′P,2)η ·mµ)t

by randomly choosing t, s, s′, rP ∈ Z∗q .
By setting

σ2 = grP

σ4 = psk
(x2

O+(x′
P )2)

O,2

= g
rO(x2

O+(x′
P )2)

1 .

The original signer O can forge a valid proxy signature
successfully.

Now, let’s look at the proof of Theorem 1 in Lu et al.’s
scheme. In Case 2 and Case 3 of the Forgery stage, Lu et
al. proved that if a malicious original signer can output
a forgery of a valid proxy signature, Challenger will solve
the Squ-CDH problem with a non-negligible advantage.

Note that there is a condition when the above Theorem
holds − during the forging of a proxy signature, there
must be an unknown part (which is generally a private
key) in computing the forged proxy signature. While in
our attack, all parts are known to the original signer O in
forging a valid proxy signature. Therefore the condition
is not held, the proof is certainly wrong.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we give two public key replacement at-
tacks to a recently proposed certificateless proxy signa-
ture scheme in the standard model. Then we analyze the
reasons for the success of the attack and point out the
flaw in the proof of the original scheme. Therefore, de-
signing a provably secure certificateless proxy signature
scheme in the standard model is still an open problem.
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